The Renassiance

Across
3. He painted the Mona Lisa
5. acceptance to heaven
8. BEGAN THE REFORMATION IN THE EARLY 1500'S
10. Means rebirth of classical knowledge
14. Wrote The Prince
16. Belief that humans can do good
18. A sum of money gave to husband upon marriage
19. Painting done on fresh wet plaster
20. A worldly viewpoint

Down
1. BEGAN THE REFORMATION IN THE EARLY 1500'S
2. the first city state
4. Soldiers who fought for the highest bidder.
6. a society that is typical of modern industrial civilization and heterogeneous in cultural tradition, that emphasizes secular values, and that is individualized rather than integrated — contrasted with folk society.
7. Painted the sistine chapel
9. release from all part of the punishment for sin
11. HELPED MAKE VERNACULAR LITERATURE MORE POPULAR
12. an Italian author
13. The language spoken in their own, regions such as Italian French or German
15. Italian painter
17. the third city state